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The Dipole Fusion Concept
(Invented by A. Hasegawa (1987), and inspired by

observations of high ββ magnetospheres)











LDX, a joint Columbia/MIT research device, now under
construction at MIT, will provide the first glimpse of a
dipole plasma confinement device: 

 a large ( cheap !) vacuum tank con-
taining a high-performance, but

very small , floating magnet 

Vacuum Chamber Installed: Summer, '99 Magnet Testing: Winter, '99 First Plasma: Spring, '00







LDX has motivated renewed interest in
dipole-based fusion reactors

For example, L. Bromberg has examined
The impact of high-Tc superconductors
Realistic onboard power sources and refrigerators
First wall issues and improvements in thermal power generation efficiency



The Levitated Dipole Fusion Concept Differs
Significantly from Traditional MFE Concepts
The physics basis for dipole fusion is relatively well-developed, but it is untested in the
laboratory.

The dipole confinement devices are toroidal without toroidal magnetic fields

Achievable β depends on size; and β can be arbitrarily high provided p' < p'crit
(Bt in tokamaks, stellarators, RFP's produce average stability; βp ~ 1, but β << 1.)

Classical (instead of neoclassical) confinement

Convective cells may improve ash removal without degrading energy confinement

Very large flux expansion simplifies first wall problem.
(With Bt, TF coil prevents flux expansion generating first wall problems.)

The dipole concept is steady-state without the need for current drive.

The dipole concept is free from disruptions.

The dipole fusion concept is based (primarily) on D-3He fuel instead of D-Li fuel

Dipole fusion does not require the development breeding blankets

EM radiation transfer (not neutron transport) is used for energy extraction

Fast triton removal (via drift-resonance pump-out  ) have been suggested

The dipole fusion concept is linked to space exploration

A dipole power source has a thin, low-weight outer wall and a small floating magnet.
This is makes the dipole concept ideally suited for large, space-based power sources and
space propulsion systems.
3He fuel is plentiful in space. 



MFE Fusion Concepts
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Dipole concept broadens our fusion
development pathways, and it has the
potential of expanding our vision of

fusion applications 

D-3He vs. D-Li

Small, highest-possible field magnets needed

Large size is not so bad
If the outer wall is low-tech , highly reliable,
and does not contain high-field magnets or
complex breeding systems.

In addition to fusion s goal to produce
safe, carbon-free electricity, 

Fusion (and plasma science) are natural
partners with the space program.



The Itaipu Dam, completed in 1982 on the Parana River between Brazil
and Paraguay, will eventually generate 12,600 MW, making it the largest
power complex on Earth. The Itaipu Dam is 8 km long and cost $20B.

5 km

Hoover Dam, located on the Colorado
River in southeastern Nevada, was
opened in 1936. The impounded waters
formed Lake Mead, 185-km-long, one of
largest artificial lakes in the world. The
dam, 221 m high, is used for flood
control, irrigation, and power.221 m

< 100 m

A Large Dipole Power Source

Big is not necessarily bad, if it is reliable, available,
maintainable, and low-cost



D-3He ST-Based Fusion
Rocket to the Outer Planets
(NASA/Lewis, Dec. 1998)

Deep Space 1 Xe Ion Engine
(Launched Oct. 1998)

Fusion (and Plasmas!) have no
Competitors for Some Space Applications 

Although contestable only a single propulsion technology exists at this time
that can reasonably be expected to offer [manned outer-planet] capability:
nuclear fusion, either magnetic or inertial.
C. Williams, et al., NASA/Lewis, AIAA-98-3591

(See also, Reaching for the Stars,  Scientific American, February, 1999.) 

( and the dipole has even lower weight/watt
than the ST!)


